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Drunken walking on public highways i9 fraught with
danger . . . and in the case
of Audrey Johnson, county
resident, it brought a fine;
tho not, of course, so heavy
an impost as drunken drivers get. Johnson was apprehended on U. S. Highway 62,
west of town, Saturday. He
was weaving, and traffic was
heavy. But the highway patrolmen got there before
anybody ran off the road to
avoid the pedestrian. And
Johnson paid a 510 fine, plus
costs.

Junior, Senior High
Pupils Of All Caldwell Schools Eligible
For Cash Prizes
Open to junior and senior pupils of all Caldwell county high
schools under 20 years old, the
annual public speaking contest,
which attracted wide attention
here last year under sponsorship
of the First National Bank, cooperating with the State Bank-

Dr. W. C. Hayden Is HERE ARE MRS. PORTER LABLEY of near Leitehneld, Ky., and the three girls and a boy born to her
a four-hour period in the modest Lesley home. The quadruplets total weight was 18 pounds.
N e w President Of over
Mrs. Lesley -is also the mother of eight other children. The quads were moved from the Lesley
Four - County Medi- home to a hospital in Louisville.
(Associated Press Telemat)
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the Four-County Medical Society
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at midnight.
elected secretary. Dr. F. T. Lin- with Circuit Judge H. F. S. Baiwith action by the council at last
week's meeting by enactment of ers Association, is announced for ton was placed on the program ley presiding. Cases set for opening day will probably be posta city ordinance which has won 7:30 o'clock, Friday night, April committee for this year.
25, in Butler High auditorium, As program, Dr. Austin Bell, poned to the second session, or
general approval.
A. Johnscon Describes' Frank Cash was elected city with the same sponsorship. Miss Hopkinsville, president of the later, Circuit Court Clerk Leona
ntral As "First Citi- tax assessor for this year by the Joyce Haile, a senior at sutler I State Medical Association, dis- Trader said Wednesday.
!cussed pneumonia and Dr. Paul Those who were scheduled to
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rineeton.
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——
one and one-fourth percent taxes Subject of the orations is: A. Turner, Hazelwood Sanita- appear Monday for probation re- nounce herewith the candidacy attended the University of Keng that the nlinois Cen- collected. Assessment will be "How Can a Bank Better Serve rium, Louisville, discussed tuber- ports included Jordan Head, Wil- of J. Gordon Lisanby for the of- tucky where I received my deIts Customers," and the contesticlosis, using lantern slides.
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R. W. Lisanby, and has lived here 18, 1936, and since that time have
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fair person would ex- Highway Commissioner J. Lyter Daniel Boone, Ky., was fined $15
I was born and reared in well county and the State and
ain to continue such, Donaldson Tuesday in support and costs here Saturday night
W. Orbie Mitchell, Caldwell meeting of the Sportsmen's Club
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Yours truly,
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Be Effective March 1

New Regulation On
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March Court Term
Will Begin Monday

Murder Charge
Against Carl Nabb
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Sheriff Mitchell Has
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Delay Necessary
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ABOUT PHYSICAL FITNESS
OF OUR YOUNG MEN
Hubert Young, who, with an occasional
nod of approval from the draft board, runs
the local selectee business for Uncle Sam,
was shocked, as was the writer of this article
when the information was passed along, to
-discover that of the first 100 Caldwell county
men to be sent questionnaires for service in
the National Defense Army, and of the 26
placed in Class A-1 and given physical examinations, only nine were passed by the
local board's examining physician, Dr. W. L.
Cash.
Definite information concerning physical
defects of these young men was not forthcoming and it is not our purpose or desire to
go into this here. It does concern the whole
community very seriously, however, when
fitness of its young men seems at so low an
ebb.
Newspapers, periodicals, air waves and
other media for spreading information and
education recently have had much about efforts of the federal government, aided by the
state boards of health, to focus attention
upon control of venereal diseases. Our own
county health unit is at work on this problem. In Louisville, a veritable storm of protest arose overnight when a newly appointed
official indicated he would permit return of
the "red light" district, in recent years banned there, as the lesser of evils involved in
the age-old problem of prostitution. The
official was denied the opportunity to test his
point by the mayor's action in turning
thumbs down.
Time to combat venereal disease is when
boys are young and impressionable. If given
information, in the proper manner, when sex
begins to worry them, American boys, in very
many instances, will avert dangers and diebees caused by such contagion of their own
volition. Also, they will avoid quacks and
mail order remedies which often lead to
much grief.
It is not our purpose here to moralize
about what kept so large a proportion of our
first tested young men from meeting army
requirements physically. But it probably is
not out of place, in this enlightened age, to
1suggest that parents may not have done their
whole duty by these youngsters in warning
them of the pitfalls leading to misery and
often despair which lie along the pleasantly
appearing highway of life, where the biological urge attacks the most virile and, because
of the curse of the ages, exacts a tremendous toll.
•
Libya is an old Greek name for all of
northern Africa.
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COUNTRY EDITOR
AND COUNTY AGENT
There is nothing closer to one's interest
than his immediate surroundings, the people
he knows, and the happenings in his local
community. This Is the basis ot a teamwork
between the country editor and the county

“ by John r•
wn: .2-50)
,(14ije.117 "li

agricultural agent, teacher of vocational agriculture, and member of other local 'advisory
groups, which has played such an important

11.Ore.

role in the betterment of American agriculture. Unfortunately the true nature of this
teamwork has not always been fully recog-
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nied or appreciated to an extent where the
greatest use might be made of it. It was
gratifying, therefore, to see publicity given
the recent tribute to country editor and county agent by M. L. Wilson, Director of Extension, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
"It is no exaggeration to say that the
partnership of the county agent and the
country newspaper editor has within the last
30 yeara brought about a revolution in farming methods," Mr. Wilson said. "The results
are universally acclaimed. The implications
for the future stir the imagination. While
other continents are witnessing the growing
depletion of the soil, America is actually
reversing the process and is on the way to
systematic rebuilding of this magnificent resource."
Mr. Wilson then went on to point out
the alliance between country editor and county agent since the earliest days of extension
work. The former was a means of widening
the influence of the improved practices which
the latter was attempting to inaugurate in
the community, a service which the latter
repaid by bringing in news of local interest
to increase the standing of the publication.
And both were performing services of untold
value to the community as a whole.
Such a set-up deserves tribute. It offers
the highest type of cooperative service, benefiting not only the participants, but the public.
(Better Crops Magazine)
•
FIRST CONGRESSWOMAN
March 4, 1917, more than three years before nation-wide suffrage was given to
women by constitutional amendment, Miss
Jeannette Rankin became the first woman
member of Congress, after her election as
Representative from the First District of
Wyoming. Her state had given women the
ballot in 1914.
She was defeated for reelection, largely
because she voted against a declaration of
war on Germany, being one of only six,memberg of the House to oppose that step. This
year she returned to Congress after an absence of 22 years, and it is possible she may
again be confronted by the same question
before her present term expires.
Miss Rankin, now 60, has devoted a large
part of her life to two causes—woman suffrage and peace. The first was victorious
when the 19th Amendment to the Constitution was ratified in 1920, and since then she
served for several years as legislative secretary in Washington for the National Council
for the Prevention of War, in which her efforts were less successful.
She is not strictly a pacifist, as she beheves in a strong national defense, but she
is opposed to going to war unless the United
States is actually invaded by a hostile nation. She also favors a national referendum
before a declaration of war.
No one questions her sincerity or her
patriotism, but it is likely she will be with
the minority on matters of foreign policy in
the present Congress, as she was 24 years
ago.
•
At the beach near Dover, England, a
British lieutenant dashed into the sea and
swam 300 yards to rescue a wounded German
pilot who had been shot down. Ironically
enough, Lieutenant M. E. Jacobs, who risked
his life to save a Nazi flyer, is a Jew.
•
Dr. Howard Hyde Russell, who founded
the Anti-Saloon League 45 years ago, recently made an optimistic prediction on his 85th
birthday, saying: "I'm confident this movement will be successful during my lifetime."
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Pennyriler is learning about
Princeton . . . Interesting lessons
too .. . Kiwanis Club's discussion
of proposed improvement in telephone service was illuminating but
not inspiring
•
For years your reporter has been
told of the cliques, factions and
"close corporations" existing in
Princeton; and about how dangerous it is to offend certain persons
because, in so doing, their entire
group is alienated.
•
If this is true, one reason why
Princeton is hesitating on some
modern advancements becomes apparent . . . Pennyriler diligently
strives to hold aloof from all old
factional strife, having no quarrel
with anybody and desiring none
. . . If for no better reason, because he has long been imbued with
the idea of how brief is our stay
here and how long we will be pushing up the daisies in some cemetery.
•
The telephone service could be
better, altho I am sure the local
exchange employes do a fine job
considering their handicaps in the
way of out-moded, antequated
equipment ... In due course, with
Princeton's recent surge forward
in many important respects, a
change in the 'phone company's
switchboard and other appurtenances must come, for, as a leading business man remarked this
week, "the junk they're using now
will collapse one of these days and
they'll have to get some new equipment" . . . But Princeton should
move forward more speedily than
that.
•
Most folk, apparently, are not in
favor of putting in the dial system
here because it costs too much and
will throw some of our telephone
people out of work . . . One thing
very apparent in discussions of the
entire telephone subject here the
last two weeks is unanimity of
opinion, emphatically expressed,
that we are receiving fine service
as far as employes of the switchboard are able to deliver.
•
HORSE SENSE
A horse can't pull while kicking—
This fact I merely mention.
And he can't kick while pulling,
Which is my chief contention.
Let's imitate the good old horse
And lead a life that's fitting;
Just pull an honest load, and then
There'll be no time for kicking.
(Louisville Kiwanis Magazine)
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By G. M. P.

Morale and enthusiasm of Princetonians is high, there are numerous evidences the town is growing
and prospering . . . Never better
time to push for greately needed
new hospital. If YOU have ideas
as to how this hospital can be obtained, tell 'em to Marshall Eldred,
Cowboy Jones, Walter Towery or
any of the other good citizens
working toward this goal . . . By
pulling together, Princetonians can
surely do what other good towns
have done along this line.
•
David is currently most in the
public eye at our house, for having
chewed up a small electric light
bulb . . . Roy Stevens' little girl
promoted a 21/.2-hour game of tag
one night recently when it was
discovered she had taken three 5grain aspirin tablets .. . Cliff, called to help find the family doctor,
suggested they not let the little
one go to sleep. .. Hence, followed
the long game of tag that almost
put Roy on the shelf next day . . .
No ill effects for Phyliss Jean.
•
Warden Jess Buchanan was host
recently to Marion C. Howard,
State director of purchases, and
Frank Tanner, assistant to Mr.
Howard, when they visited Eddyville and Princeton . . . Of course
the Warden and his local friends
thought the visitors would really
"give the party"; but they were
mistaken this time . . . They learn
the hard way at Frankfort, but
well!
•
Reflecting widely expressed concern that Gov. Keen Johnson
might resign so Lieut. Gov. Rodes
Myers could appoint him to the
Senate in event Senator Barkley
goes to the Supreme Court, public
prints had much to say last week
on the subject . . . Down here vast
majority hopes Keen will serve out
his term, regardless of what may
happen at Washington . . . Most
folk we hear express opinions think
Lyter Donaldson is doing swell job
as highway commissioner, want
him to continue there.
•
Pennyriler highly pleased and
flattered last week-end to receive
a visit at Leader office from Mrs.
Della Kaufman, former Princetonian, long a resident of Frankfort
where she currently is an employe
of the State Revenue Department
. "Miss Della," as I knew her as
a boy when visiting here, is very
dear to many Princeton folk and
I think she had an exceedingly good
time visiting old friends and seeing
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every other second and saying.
"Yes, sir." and "No, sir" to every
objection that any general raised
to the problems of press information. in other words, the
By Jack &kiwi
'army needed a man who could
By Bill Powell
over the needs of the newsWASHINGTON—Around Capi- push
reading public, without
paper
I've never heard an 111 word
tal Town:
ohn Selby
of army
spoken against A. G. Butler. The
For the first time in the me- kowtowing — because
to the whim of evregulations—
,Esq.," by John P. good-looking, black haired lad,
sarge,
living
the
oldest
mory of
lisle, Brown: E2.50) who came here to attend school
the United States Army has a ery fuddy-duddy, who might be
tops in his Job as general; but a
OBNERAL for a press agent. Of
arquand's "H. M. from Seaver Dam last year just
came to
Nurse, you mustn't get the army scared rabbit when it
Is a good enter- steps quietly into every activity
ong. Maj. Gen. Robert C. letting the taxpayers know what
e month will pro- and carries oft top honors withChardson, Jr., is no more like their thinking pocketbooks were
'as not designed to out anybody stopping to envy or
the
Broadway or Hollywood bringing In, In terms at national
dependIS
A.
0.
the
Marquand
jealous.
be
Mr.
re.
agent" who "plants" stor- defense.
"press
second
Tigers
Sutler
of
the
star
able
his
at
now
As we say in this business, it's
ies;
and
Items of those "Congresgrand
a
by
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of
it.
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this
he is
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student
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band,
made
Marquand
General Richardson, the onelike the tough little hunk of beef
of money writnig his classes. Students and teachtime Charleston, S. C., boy who
din135-cent
a
"steak
on
you
get
the
like
and
respect
for the magazines. ers alike
had glory by the tail as a comner."
led himself and his quiet, good natured boy who
mander of our first great unit
is
Genreal
Richardson
Major
educing "The Late seems always ready to go out of
really the director of press in- of mechanizeld calvary, ought to
Then he did a his way for anyone's benefit.
formation—the chief liaison of- get some kind of a medal for
1ghter book called.
ficer between the men who write taking the job at all. U he illAketi
Sutler will probably bid adieu
Mt." and now he
what you read about your great- a big go of it—and first guessers
ry Pulham, who is to athletics this year, being imly expanding army and the men are guessing he will--congress
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a
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bued
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be
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fact
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how
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matter,
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How-Time-Nies-Department- General Richardson was (until
rate in interest in spell is cast over A. G., he won't
The Army Times reports that
commandassignment)
latest
his
strung,
high
the
typical,
"Apley"; "Pulham"; become
der of the First Calvary at Fort James H. Doolittle, Jr., son of
odd looking musician depicted
nt."
Bliss (Texas) — the first com- Mal. James H. Doolittle—World
as
Usual,
alone,
am is a Boston boy in humorous magazines 'and MRS. ANGELINE FOLEY, "Aunt" Angeline to her friends, spent her 73rd birthday
pletely mechanized division in war ace and now one of the ad"Aunt"
to the right prep elsewhere. He's bound always to in her mountain cabin where she sells crochet work for a living and reads her Bible everyday.
whole army. In that ca- visers to national defense—has
being given lessons be respected and admired be- Angeline has lived all her life on one side of the Cumberland Falls Road a few miles from Goldbug, the
pacity, he had covered himself been placed on the eligibility list
ht accomplishments. cause he was born with a quiet Ky., where her philosophy of life makes her more and more friends. (Associated Press Telemat)
with glory, experimenting with for appointment as a flying ca"made a man" of smile on his face and the Can of the calvary det. James, Jr., is 20 years old,
in 1938 it was sold to another mechanizatio
Swithin's, and then pability to eternally stay in the to spell and proofread, but I
and working out a plan for cor- a junior at Purdue university
offending
without
foreground
Skipper's
the
gealed
motor company, which in turn relation of planes, horses, ar- (Lafayette. Ind.), and thinks the
shore get lots of fun out of livrst World war made anybody.
ing. And a guy who can be
traded it to another dealer, who mored cars and tanks to bring only thing in life worthwhile is
man of Harry—alhappy when he makes as many
sold It to a junker for $75.
the new calvary divisions to their to "follow in Dad's footsteps."
Another lad deserving a few mistakes as I do, is an optimist
• • •
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a
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Now
ily insane advertis- J. E. Crider, who comes
supplant deariness of too derned Cites Puppy Love
midget cars as substitutes for army's best "dog" story is that
in New York for a :is as salesman for a tobacco many critics.
Miami, Fla. (R)—Mrs. Eleanor battleship or gun.
motorcycle courier service . . . the quartermaster corps has 90
et and loved a girl company. J. E. is looking upshoe sizes in its regular stock of
McCaul's divorce petition asked
found them perfect.
and
ward so emphatically I can't
time.
Motorcycle riders, back from the court to give her "sole and Swiss Unhappy—
• • •
"brogans." The length range
Harry's father died help feeling confident he will Florida were not so proud of complete custody and control of
from 5 to 12, the widths from A
Knows The Problems
They've Struck Oil
to go home and take gain the heights soon. Blond, their hastily acquired tan when her Belgian sheperd dog named
Why then was this son of West to EE. You figure it out. In the
Chiasso, Switzerland (A=)-011
ily's interests. He nice looking and with a nature the skin came peeling of their Andy."
"tramp, tramp, tramp" corps, a
recently discovered in Chiasso at Point, recipient of the Distine right people. and especially adopted to making roses . . . Dow Morris reminds
She didn't ask that her hus- a depth of 1,300 to 1,500 feet is guished Service medal in the pair of shoes (with two repairs,
sucwill
be
he
doubt
no
friends,
the right places. He
lasts an average of 270 days-me of the tough old gun sling- band contribute to Andy's supby no means welcome to all the World war, and ace of mechaner in the right pri- cessful as a salesman.
ing western sheriff I used to port but did request "that he be
neighbors ization named the army's No. 1 and the army now has approxiby
surrounded
Swiss,
ntil it blew up, and
idolize when the western tales denied the right to visit and see
"P. A."? The reasons are sev- mately 2,500,000 pairs "on order?'
needing petroleum.
The lad is a scrapper too, be- were hours of pleasure . . Can't
his own very right
Andy for the reason that he has
eral, but a couple of them are
Ticino":
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service in the hope cause out around Fredonia,
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Now You Can
Buy This Big
General Electric

RESTFUL IRONING—With a GIcrdiron
you iron in seconds. Seated. things
that took minutes before, standing.
You can Iron shorts in 45 seconds.

•A‘cor,Bug to rectal surveys

EETS OF CONCRETE
ARE BEST
.safety, beauty, long life, low cost!
Ong-lasting streets of Concrete pavements give a
C mean more than bet- clean, spick and span appear'ring conditions. Con- ance to the community. Conosts less than any other crete's pleasing gray color reent of comparable du. flects light, makes it easier to
andcarrying capacity. see—reduces accidents, in
upkeep ... increases every kind of weather.
values ... and re- Insist on concrete—the ideal
driving cost by saving material for building new
,tires and car repairs. streets or resurfacing old ones.

ASSOCIATION
RETE PORTLAND CEMENT, Indianapolis,
Ind.

MAL
COST
4/11T

610

Merchants' Bank Bldg

A motional ovonloollon to Improve and extend dm uses of
COntfet• throvuto tciontino reuearch and •ogl000riog field work.

ANIONIN

Theunsurpassed
performance rec.
ord of G-E refrigerators has made
--) them the preferred choice of millions of
American homes.

I;

sa4 MODEL 1.1841. 6.2 cu. ft.
of storage space. 11.7 sq. ft. of
shelf are,. 80 big ice cubes. All.
steel cabinet. Sea lcd• in • steel
GE Thrift Unit,

YOU'LL FIND JUST THE G-E YOU WANT AT

Princeton Lumber Co.
Phone 260

You can iron a shirt in less than
five minutes. You can learn how in
one minute. A child's dress can be
Ironed in 2 minutes.

Imagine yourself ironing a big
piece 21 inches wide and 53 inches
long in 30 seconds. A sheet can be
ironed in 11/2 minutes.
See this amazing new invention
. . . an effortless. simple method that
perfectly irons anything with sleeves.
shoulders, legs, yokes, pleats or
ruffles . . . and flartvork, of course.
ff MT For moderately priced, de*OW da
w= 29wej maims pendable electric appliances el
all kinds see your dealer Elsa
nn.). IT COSTS LESS

Be Sure to Have Adequate Wiring
When you build, buy or rent a residence
or place of business, demand adequate wiring. It simply means to have the house wi
big enough to carry sufficient electricity
operate all lights and appliances offide
and safely, and to have
enough outlets and switches
for the most convenient use
of electrical equipment. It
increases property value
and saves money. See our
manager or your electrical
contractor for complete details.
REDDY KILOWATT.
your electrical servant

TO LIVE BETTER

ELECTRICALLY

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPORATED

urs a , e ) 27,
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Hall News

Reds Welcome Monte Pearson, Former Yankee

Army Needs
Boy Scouts

W. Ky. Leaders
Form League To
Get TVA Power

Fort Leonard Wood, Mo. (Al—
Time seems to fly.
Maj. E. F. Hammond, commanding the eta Signal Company, wears the corps insignia
of semaphore flags. But he says
he knows of no one In his outfit
except hImalf who could signal
with such equipment.

to cities in Western Kentucky
TVA electric power moved a when and if necessary legislation
step closer to western Kentucky is enacted.
this week When representatives
George Hart, Mayor of Murof 13 counties, meeting Monday ray, was elected president. C. P.
at Murray, organized the Ken- Mabry, Mayor of Hickman, was
tucky Public Power League and chosen vice president and L. J.
pledged to work for enactment Hortin, Murray, secretary of the
of an enabling law by the next Lower Tennessee Valley AssociaKentucky Legislature w hich tion, was named secretary and
would permit the federal agency treasurer.
to bring and sell current to this
The next meeting of the league
section. Caldwell county was hot will be held at 2 p.m. March 10, BUCKY WALTERS (LEFT) and Paul Derringer (right), the two star pitchers of the Cincinnati
represented at the meeing.
at Murray State Teachers' Col- Reds, world series baseball champions, welcomed Monte Pearson (center), former New York Yan(Associated Press Telemat)
Civic leaders of the urchasie lege. In the interim, organiza- kee pitcher, to the Reds' spring training camp at Tampa, Fla.
who attended the session said tions will be formed in 13 counKentucky is being overlooked in ties and each will send a chairselection of sites for National De- man and a vice chairman to the
fense projects and by private in- March 10 meeting with the idea
dustry because of lack of cheap of establishing the league more
firmly.
power.
New Orleans, La. (/P)—For the
Among other offidals and civic
Those present pledged them(AP Feature Service)
corner during his trial with the next six months New Orleans will
selves to support only candidates leaders who attended were For- NEW YORK—There's always a
of years be the food pipeline to two men
for the Legislature who will take mer Senator T. 0. Turner, ac- possibility, but slim, that a rookie Boston Red Sox a couple
a positive stand for extension of tive in the Lower Tennessee Val- can jump from baseball's lower ago. Then he developed a sore shut up on a little Caribbean isTVA lines via the enabling act, ley Association; Fulton Mayor minor leagues to the majors in arm and went back to the mi- land, a thousand miles away, to
already held necessary by the Paul DeMyer, Mayfield Mayor one big hop. About 50 recruits nors. He was with Scranton last
do a job for Uncle Sam.
J. H. Benjamin, Claude Winslow, are going to try to make that
Kentucky Court of Appeals.
year and if he has his old stuff
The men, Neil B. Ward, 28, and
R. S. Gregory, district man- Mayfield hotel operator; Benton running broad jump this spring.
Red Sox will welcome him. George Grovre, 25, are United
ager for the Kentucky Utilities Mayor Cliff Treas, John Ryan, Sid Hudson made it a year the
Sherrard Robertson of Char- States Weather Bureau workers.
Company, said this concern an- Murray city attorney; Luther ago. Te twirled for Sanford in
ticipates probable passage of the Robretson and Pink J. Curd, the Florida State league in 1939. lotte is a fancy fielder but his On Swan Island, 100 miles northenabling act by the 1942 Legis- Murray: Curt Phillips, Benton And last year he was one of the weak hitting may keep him from east of Honduras, they will make
observations and supply surface
lature but stated the K.U. will city official; Hecht Lackey, Hop- rookie stars of the American lea- staying with the Senators.
and upper air data on the temattempt to have written into the kinsville Chamber of Commerce; gue. Not many, though, can get
Cleveland was impressed last perature, pressure and wind.
law that local communities and W. S. Branson, Madisonville; L. a through ticket like
Sid did.
spring by Pitcher Mike Maymick.
Both volunteered for the job.
counties be reimbursed for taxes B. Herrington, power consultant, Hal Reiser from Elmira seems
He was with Wilkes-Barre last
The island, where ships stop
now paid by private concerns and Floyde D. Sperry, secretary most likely to make the grade
year and the chances are the
which will be lost if the TVA be- of the Greater Paducah Asso- this year. Reiser, however, is
only at six-week intervals, is unnot Indians will figure he needs still
inhabited except for a few occacomes the service medium for ciation.
exactly a rookie, for he played more seasoning.
sional native visitors. Personal
electricity; also, that fair compart of last year in Brooklyn's
The Red Sox are going to give
pensation be paid for privately
In Colorado a state law re- outfield. The Dodgers are count- a chance to Norman Brown, who messages by radio can be sent
owned plants, lines, etc., which quires that all material collect- ing on him for
regular service in won 11 and lost 4 for Rocky through the same channels as
would be taken over by TVA, in- ed by janitors from wastebaskets 1941.
weather reports. ,United Fruit
Mount. Vernon Kohlers 18 and 4
cluding a small allowance for in county courthouses shall be
The Giants are paying close record for Flint interested Cleve- Company ships will take the men
elimination of these "going con- held 24 hours before being de- attention to a young outfielder
fresh food regularly from New
land. Alex Zukowski won 22 and
stroyed. It's a precaution against from Richmond, Walter May- lost 14 for Greenville and the Orleans. They reached the isThe league resolved unani- an employe placing an impor- nard, who led
his league with a Senators will look him over. The land late in February.
mously to contact TVA officials tant official document in the .337
average.
Bees will inspect Arthur Johnand request start of the line ex- basket by error.
Japan exports more crabmeat
Woodrow Rich looked like a son, 17-game winner for Hartto the United States than any
ford.
other product except silk.

50 Rookies Trying To
Make Big League Jump

Have YOU Used
PARKER HOUSE COFFEE
This splendid coffee is packed in 1 pound vacuum packed
tin cans making it always fresh. It has a rich delicious flavor
and will make any meal more enjoyable . .. Enjoy this delicious coffee while the price isso reasoable. 1 lb. tin. . 23c

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

ALL THE TIME

Sandersville, Ga. (JP)—No news
isn't good news for a newspaper,
so after a particularly dull week,
Editor G. S. Chapman of the
weekly Sandersville Progress took
his troubles to his readers in a
page one story.
Said the headline:
"Newspaper Hits Another One
of Those Newsless Weeks."
The Cordillera Real of Bolivia,
one of the most impressive of
mountain ranges, averages 20,000 feet in height for a distance
of 100 miles.
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15c
Sandwich Cookies, lb. 10c
A
Corn
No. 2 cans 25c
Rice Krispies
11c
pkg.
Kellogg,s
Corn Flakes
9c
pkg.
Flour
24lb. bag 67c
meKemies
Pancake Flour, 20-oz.
712c
Potted Meat a
cans 10c
Syrup
19c
pint jug

21c
Motor Oil
9 qt. can 99c
5c
Dog Food
tall can
Beans
cans15c
6 1g. boxes 19c
Matches
Peanut Butter 21b. jar 19c

Marshmallow Cakes, lb.

All Bran

TIRE

Stringless

M1111101.1111011114.1,,,,,W111..141.1•1.4•41

Splendid Quality

Miss Virginia
es
Blackberries 2N0. 2 cans19C

Bleach
Seedless

Raisins

Round or Loin
lb.

lb.

Loin or Rib Erei
MM.

Issont.noimuneta.,...muo......11.4110.01111.1mmoNey

29c
19

Establishes New
Performance Records

New Exclusive Duraflex
Construction

•

•

Exceeds Today's
Operating Requirements

2 botls. 19c
2 15-oz. pkgs. 15c
qt.

•

Now Transport Haulers Get
A New Low-Cost Per
Mile Tire

M•E-A•T-S
BEEF STEAK
PORK CHOPS

g Cut from small tender loins

I PORK ROAST
No
SLICED
LCED BACON

lb.
lb.

18c
21c

,,,,,,111111.1"..1111111111iiiiiii.
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FRESH FRUIT — FRESH VEGETAI3LES — FRESH MEATS.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME.
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Weather Men Draw
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Orange

at the
A birthday dinner given
McKinley
home of.Mr. and Mrs.
son, W.
Smith &Indio( for their
Ellis
G., was enjoyed by Mews.
HornStewart and family, Jim
and
ing and wife, Lowell Cook
and
family, Everett L. Felker
wife, Roy Howten and family, Playing without the
John Billy
Joe Horning and wife,
Boone and with
Horning and family, Carmon In-the-game injury ta
Bogle and 'wife, U. J. Bogle and ler, Princeton was
family, Joel Boitnott and family, to ?A, Tuesday night,
Mrs. Mary Thomson and chil- the Dawson Springs ea
dren, Mr. Fred Stewart and wife Dawson.
of Princeton.
Butler received arm
Hall Homemakers Club met wrist during the second
Saturday,
of play. He remained in
with Mrs. E. L. Barnes
Feb. 22. The poulay subject was the game but was never
discussed by Miss Nancy &rug- hit his stride, scoring on
ham, home demorstration agent, goal the entire game
after which everybody enjoyed Caslin led the Tigers
singing. Present were: Mrs. B. points, Childress scored
L. Barnes, Mrs. Walter Barnes, ney 2 and Woodall I
Mrs. Joel Boitnott, Mrs. J. C. Butler was behind 5 to
Horning, Mrs. J. W. Horning, end of the first quarter,
Mrs Roy Howten, Mrs. Joel Boit- at the half, and trailed
nott, Miss Anna Horning, Visi- at the end of the third
tors were Mrs. Heber Edwards,
Mrs. Everett Felker, Mrs. Macy
Thompson, Misses Ruth Stewart
and Lucille Neighbors, these were
received in our club as members
Missionary society of t
also. The club will meet with
Mrs. Roy Howten the fourth Sat- Presbyterian church 111
Thursday afternoon at t
urday In March.
Mr. W. L. Creasy made 1113 reg- of Mrs J. E. Hillyard. F
ular trip to Princeton Saturday.'the program, refreshme
Misses Edith and Grace Rich- served to the following
ards, of Hopkins county, visited and visitors: Mrs. L.
Miss Anna Horning Thursday Mrs. W. M. Young, Miss
night. She accompanied them Wigginton, Mrs. Margar
dis, Miss Lema Parr, Mr
home Friday.
Several from this community Brockmeyer, Miss Dolut
Florence Parr, Mrs
attended the play at Farmers- Mrs.
Guess, Ms. Bob Willi
yule Thursday night.
C. A Walker, Miss Dora
Mrs. Robert Williamson and
and Mrs Ruth Paris.
son, Robert Joe, visited Mr. and
member was added to
Mrs. Jim Horning Saturday eveciety.
ning.
A number in tins community last week.
Mr. R. T. Thomson an
attended the party at Mr. Asher's home, Needmore, Saturday spent Saturday night
mother, Mrs. J. L. Black
night.
Mrs John Henry Re
Mr. Hampton Nichols and family, of Princeton, visited Mr. and children spent the week-e
her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Barnes, Sunday.
A. N. Horning and daughter, Morse.
Mr. Jim Barnes, of Ne
Christine, spent Saturday night
and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. spent Saturday night
Roy Tayloe.
and Mrs. Flane Barnes
Mrs. Joel Boitnott and daughMr. Alvada Sigler
ter, Helen Grace, visited Mr. and guest of Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. B. B. Boitnott, at Princeton, Sunday.
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Tire Mileage
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Come In And See This Trukt
Amazing Tire Today!...
Frank Herron's DX Service
Rowland Motor Company
T. R. Feagan, Fredonia
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mer, W. B. Davis, J. A. Stegar,
D. D. Dugan, Alton Templeton,
Glenn Cartwright, Pauline Shelby, Mr. D. D. Dugan and Mr.
Grady Spiegel. It is hoped that
others may be able to attend.
The State workers and a missionary will be present to bring
Mr. and Mrs. Dow Morise on
both information and Inspirathe birth of an 81/2-pound girl
tion.
born Friday at the Princeton
hospital. Both Mrs. Morse and
LEWISTOWN CHRISTIAN
the baby are doing nicely.
CHURCH
Grady Spiegel, Minister
Hollis Mitchell, student at
The regular Sunday afternoon
services will be held next Sun- Murray State College, spent last
day, with Bible school at 1:00, week-end with his family here.
followed by the Lord's Supper at
2:00. All are invited. Come, if
Postal revenues for the fiscal
at all possible. The attendance year ending June 30, 1940, reachhas been good of late. Help to ed an all-time record of $768,keep it growing.
048,000.

The L ader
Congrctulates

Miss Anna Garrett Ratliff, active member of the Presbyterian
ruary birds do mate, youth organisation
here, presided
wed, nor dread your oyes the Friday
night session of
the annual Presbyterian Youth
Conference held in Hopkinsville
• when March winds last week-end.
Miss Ratliff was in charge of
•rrow both you'll know. the busineas
session consisting
of plans for next year's meeting
can,
you
April when
and gave a brief address prior to
alden and for man. her introduction
of the evening
speaker, the Rev. lir. Howell,
the month of May,
noted Presbyterian Trom Philasurely rue the day.
delphia.
The group attending the conen June roses blow,
ference from Princeton included
and sea you'll go.
Rev. and Msg. E. E. Diggs, Jean
Caroline Ratliff, Wanda Wadin July do wed,
lington, Jayne Walker, Virginia
•r always be for their Morgan, Mrs.
F. T. Linton, Mrs.
R. B. Ratliff, Mrs. Margaret Calloway, Marianne Walker, Ruth
wed in August be,
Hobgood, Robbie Lou Hobgood,
hange are sure to see. Rev McKee
Thompson, Jim Morgan and Bill Powell.
The entire conference attendance dined together prior to the
evening session.

Butler

ty last week.
Mr. R. T. Mormon
3' spent Saturday night
mother, Mrs. J. L.
Mrs John Henry ,
•d children spent the week
her parents, Mr. and
r, Morse.
Mr. Jim Barnes, of
s. spent Saturday night
and Mrs. Flane Barnes
Mr. Alvada Sigler
d guest of Mr. and En
Sunday.
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OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
Sunday School ,9:45; Epworth
League meetings, 6:15; prayer
service Wednesday. 1:00.
Next Wednesday will be the
last study in our School of Missions. We hope that we will
have our largest attendance. ,
"The Cross and the Meaning
of Life" will be the subject of
the sermon for Sunday morning
followed by the Communion.
"The Power of the Faith of Others" will be the evening message. We invite you to worship
with us.
One and possibly two cars of
our young adults will represent
Ogden Memorial at the Young
Adult Banquet at Hopkinsville
Friday night. Sims and Wall will
lead our revival March 16-30.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45, Sunday School; 11:00
Morning worship service; 6:00
ember's snows fall fast,
Training Union; 7:00 evening
World-Day of Prayer will be
d true love will last,
worship service.
—Picked Up. observed by the General PresbyOur pastor will be back to lead
terian Church, Friday, Feb. 28,
us in our worship services Sunat 2:30 o'clock. The public is inday morning and evening. There
vited to attend.
is a place for every age in the
lUifl
Sunday School and the Training
Union. There is a place for you.
THE LITTLE WOOL FROCK you choose for wear
d Mrs. Alfred Ehrenunder a coat We welcome you to worship
with
now should have sufficient style to sally
ashville, announce the
forth alone—or with a US.
fur scarf—later. This one has front fullness, a
ent of their daughter,
snug waist, and
Jack Edwin Friedman, Mrs. Hearne Harraison was interesting bandings in self-material. The swirled
bat is of sheer
. and Mrs. Joseph Fried- hostess to the Gradatim Club jersey.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
hville. The wedding will February 12 at her home on W.
Grady Spiegel, Minister
lick,
her
and
early
summer.
sisters, Jean and
e in
Main street. As program, Mrs.
The increase in attendance in
Robbie,
at their home on Frank- the various departments is quite
renwald was born here, James Steger presented the play
lin street.
•ith her parents several "The American Way" and at the
encouraging. The activities next
o. She is well known in close of the review guests were
week include the Sunday servEdward
Walker,
student
at
Mr. and Mrs. John Sims at- ices—Morning worship
• having visited here Invited into the dining room
at 10:56:
Murray
College,
State
will
spend
tended the Eddyville basketball Subject,
ly while living in Nash- where a delicious lunch was
"The Transfiguration of
the week-end with his parents, tournament last Week-end.
• father s manager of 'served.
Our Saviour"; Christian Endeav• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Walker.
er and Company.
Mrs. Clifton Claypool, Louisor at 6 p.m.; evening worship at
• • •
Rev. and Mrs. E. E. Diggs were 7:00—Subject; "Acceptable
renwald was graduated iville, was a visitor. The club adWorMiss Dorothy White, Murray in Hopkinsville last Friday night
eabody Demonstration journed to meet with Mrs. Alliship"; missionary society MonCollege student, will spend the attending the Presbyterian
Nashville, and attended son Akin, next time.
day at the churth at 2:30 p.m.;
week-end with her family near Youth conference.
°liege, Poughkeepsie, N.
mid-week service Wednesday at
•
•
I
Friendship,
and
with
friends
Is a senior at Vanderbilt
7 p.m., followed by choir rehearhere.
Rufus
Boaz
Nashville
was
in
ty where she is a memsal at 7:45.
.• •
Friday night.
e Alpha Epsilon SororThe following are planning to
• • •
Mr.
Farmer
and
Euen
Mrs.
visdent of the Pan-Helleattend, the Lord willing: H. L.
ited
their
daughter.
Joyce,
stua
Johnny
Baldridge visited Mr. Terry, Walter
cil and a member of the
Milo Lester, Dorothy Lester,
Rogers, R. D. Fardent at Blue Mountain College, and Mrs. Shell White of the
oard.
Anna Garrett Ratliff, Jane GregMiss.,
last
week-end.
James Far- Friendship community Sunday
• man attended Hume- ory, Ann Collier, Dot Thatcher,
gh School and Vander- Barbara Nelle Cummins, Marga- mer, their son, accompanied them afternoon.
• • •
They returned Sunday.
versity.
ret Wylie, Wanda Wadlington,
• • •
Miss
Elizabeth
Soper spent last
Jean Caroline Ratliff, Billie LowPogrotsky, FInkel's Fair week-end in Central City visitery, Joe Weeks, James Woodall, Saul
Store, went to St. Louis, Mo., ing Mrs. Yewell Foster, formerly
T. C. Pryor, Rusty Wood, VirgiMonday afternoon on business. Miss Marguerite Foster.
d Mrs. Jewell A. Creasey nia Wylie, Grundy Lester, Bill He returned Wednesday night.
• • •
NOON
9:45
Laverty,
THEN
Gene
Sisk,
Hayden
• • •
ounced the marriage of
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Davis
TEL
TIL
AFTER
Cooper
and
James
McClean
were
e. Miss Delphia Creasey
Miss' Marguerite Taylor, TVA and Buddy Walker visited Mrs.
NOON
5 P.M.
5 P.M.
Phelps, son of Mrs. Net- among the Princeton basketball employe at Knoxville, Tenn., will J. E. Blalock who 18 Ill at
the
pa, St. Charles, at Char- fans who attended the finals in spend the week-end with her Madisonville hospital,
Saturday
the Eddyville blind tournament,
Mo., Saturday, Feb. 1.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Labe Fra- night.
rranketiStein Was a SiSS
helps is the daughter of won by Princeton, last week-end.
llar
kett-lieaes,
reasey, Providence, but
ma elks mime
n living here with her
aarlems
•obd
nd aunt since the death
el benar...1
other several years ago.
d Mrs. Phelps will make
Miss Allison Hearne, daughter
e in St. Charles where
of Mrs. George Harraison and
employe of the North
former student at Rawlings Cold coal mine.
lege, Winter Park, Fla., enrolled
this week in a New York Fashion
school, New York City. Miss
Hearne left Friday for New York
Netarl
Pansy Traylor, Farmers- She will probably spend her sumd Mr. Ralph Paris, Ma- mer vacation here with her
ere married Friday night, mother.
. They will make their
Mr. and Mrs. Key Hobgood,
Marion.
Mrs. Blanche Hobgood, and Robbie Lou and Ruth Hobgood, spent
last Sunday visiting relatives
near Nebo.

SUNDAY
—and—

MONDAY

wald

Mrs. H. Harralson
Entertains Gradatim

Personals
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SO ENDS
OUR NIGHT
horn the Novel

by Erich Mario Remarque

FREDRIC MARCH
MARGARET SULLAVAN
FRANCES DEE

Attend Tourney
At Eddyville

CO nis-Creasey

RUCK

10c

CIIPITOL

ater Strength
'esistance Again
Heat

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY

16c

eG744440
-:1.
THREE FALSE FRONTS
the OLD FRONTIER'

22c

TONIGHT
FRIDAY

THE MOST asooAtoli,
TRIUMPH of Motion

lor - Paris

•
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SATURDAY

Miss Hearne Enters
Fashion School

elusive Duraflex
nstruction

wigs GLENN FORD • ANNA STEN
and ERICH VON STROHEIM

•
• Design Inere,:'
e Mileage

ALEXANDER
KORDA

A RODEO STAR
OF DIE WEST...
bacons'•
s
lag
star way
ii•w• I.
Carollsal

COMING NEXT THITR. & FRI.
It's an

UN-CIVIL WAR of clieceided

THE BLUE vs. THE GREY
elsicalis/
G
It's unfair to the South
...for this Yankee was
a beautiful blonde!

presents

If by accident the finish of this G-E
Washer should become scratched, rust
won't spread any farther—thanks to the
special treatment of the metal. Your
washer will continue to stay good-looking.
Rust-resistance is only one of the many
advanced features of the new G-E Washer.

ervice
pany
onia

.051
in

Get a dettroottratrow today.

The THIEF
of BAGDAD

stvoGarltel

RETURN ENGAGEMENT! MAR. 12-13-:

AN ARABIAN FANTASY
starring

CONRAD VE1DT

GONE WITH THE WIND

and SABO-E LEIZZT60Y"

iss TECHNICOLOR starriht
Clark
Leslie
Olivia
Vivien
GABLE • HOWARD •DcH AVILLAND • LEIGH

with

JUNE DUPREZ•JOHN JUSTIN

CARTOON and SERIAL
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Chickens' Plaints
Come Home To Roost

100 Lives Lost Daily These Women
In Auto Accidents

Charleston, S. C. (.4')—A far(By ADELAIDE KERR)
mer whose squawking chickens
(AP Feature Service Writer)
woke him In the wee hours crept
TWO QUEENS of the busiaaas
to the hen house, gun in hand.
world—international champTons
The thickens had quieted, so
in typing speed—drew almost as
the farmer squatted down in the
much admiring attention in New
shadow of a tree, aimed and
York recently as visiting movie
cocked his gun.
queens.
Then a prowling dog decided
No single catastrophe in the
One was tall, chic, brunette
to do some investigating, too. He
apyear
United States last
Stella Willing, professional wocrept up and thrust his cold
proached the daily average of al- man champion typist of the
nose against the farmer's exwords
posed back.
most 100 lives lost in automobile world, whose record of 128
minute for an hour (said to
Bang? The gun went off as the
accideats, according to a new a
be the fastest ever made in that
farmer leaped into the air. And
booklet entitled "Here Today—" time) has stood since she eswhen the air had cleared, 19
just issued. The booklet presents tablished it in Chicago in 1931
thickens were dead.
a comprehensive analysis of facts The other was pretty, blonde
about accidents in which 35,000 Cfrace Phelan, who holds the
Here is a new cocktail. Dip
persons were killed and more woman's amateur record of 133
small button mushrooms in highthan 1,300,000 others were in- words a minute for half an
ly seasoned mayonaise and broil
jured in 1940.
hour, made at the World's Fair
until well browned. Stick with
Automobile accidents on an In 1939. (It's interesting to note
picks and pass.
average day last year took twice that the professional champ's
the number of lives lost in the word count is lower than the
Jane Porter Breed wore a short
Kenvil, N. J., powder plant, three amateur's, largely because of
pink tulle bridal veil and cartimes the toll of the Georgia- that half hour's difference in
ried a bouquet of pink snapSouth Carolina hurricane, and itime—which is the only differELSIE BENSON (LEFT), of Geneva, N. Y., won $100 and a trip to dragons to match the iridescent
four times that of the Little ence between the two competiwedWashington for winning the national cherry pie baking contest in beading on her white faille
Falls train wreck or the Lovets- tions.)
second prize ding gown.
ville airplane crash, the report
Both champions sat in the Chicago. Carolyn Schettler (center), of Detroit, won
placed third.
says. The number injured in midst of the National Business and Mary Alice Graver (right), Cambridge City, Ind.,
(Associated Press Telemat)
traffic on an average day ex- Show's display at Grand Cenceeded the total casualties of the tral Palace in New York and
audience got prety dizzy watch- things like gilded rubber balls.
six major disasters of 1940 com- whanged their typewriters at
decorations,
Miss Phelan just the same.) They make table
ing
gaping
bined.
before
terrific speed
garden hose holders and lamps.
made
,who
champions
Both
the
news,"
runmake
fatalities
"If
crowds. They kept up a
Miss Hughes, an artist, who
booklet points out, "then the na- ning fire of repartee as they their official records on previfrom Portand, Ore., and
comes
dithe
under
copy
unseen
the
ously
is
toll
death
tion's traffic
typed.
to Hollywood, stumroute
en
is
International
the
of
rection
days
365
banner headline story
Miss WiIlins, wife of a New
of every year."
York attorney, wrote 140 words Commercial Schools Contest bled onto the hardware arabesThe title "Here Today—" nat- a minute while carrying on a Committee, now travel around que idea while working out ilurally suggests that it will be conversation and typed the al- the country giving demonstra- lustrations for a children's fair"gone tomorrow" for those who phabet five times backwards and tions.
ly tale about mechanical char• • •
continue to flout the traffic forwards in 30 seconds.
acters. Now she turns out such
laws and the rules of safety in
One admiring male asked, TONI HUGHES haunts hardAnd plumbing things as Bo-Peep, a jaunty fig1941. Then the familiar saying "How did your husband pro- ware stores.
-wire dress
shops. And dime stores. At other ure with a chicken
Is changed to a new life-saving pose?"
and perforated metal bonnet
slogan: "Care Today—Here To- "Not on beaded knee," she an- times you can find her, dressed
mounted on a collender turned
morrow."
swered—and raced right on up in slacks and a turtle necked
stuck in
sweater, working in her New upside down. Blossoms
the alphabet.
the collender's holes make it
Miss Phelan, who worked her York studio on her famous
look as tho Bo-Peep is standway thru college on her type- hardware arabesques to decoing on a hill of flowers. Anothwriter, demonstrated her veloc- rate drawing rooms, gardens
er trick is a music box topped
ity on a short-word memorized and display windows. They are
In cleaning books, ues a soft, speed sentence at which she fantastic creatures made of with chicken wire angels havclean cloth. A soiled cloth will claims to have hit 262 words a chicken wire, perforated metal ing perforated metal wings and
spot the books. If dust has col-[minute. (It had many one- and and plumbing tape spruced up gilded rubber balls heads.
• • •
lected, blow it Off if possible; two-letter words in it, but the with bright paint and a few
PRETTY Betty Grasser could
then, complete the job with the
not skate a lick a little more
cloth, taking care'not to ingrain
than a year ago. Now she spends
the dirt into the boOk's surface.
fifty hours a week teaching beUse no water.
ginners at Manhattan's Gay
Poached eggs: Break eggs into
Blades rink. Between January
plate. Fill skillet with warm
and June, 1940, she learned to
water, and put over slow fire.
SHADOWDELLE AND
skate by practicing on a high
Pour eggs gently into the water,
pressure schedule of five hours
starting at the "far" side to
SHEER
AIRWAY
a day.
have even distribution. Sprinkle
She says teaching has taught
a little salt into Water. When
her that men and women learn
eggs are white on top, take them
equally quickly, but that busiup and serve.
ness and professional men tackle
A farm is a good investment,
the problem more methodically
but in buying one be sure paythan anyone else and so have
ments are not to be made too
a bit of an edge on that score.
quickly or in too large amounts.
Those who learn soonest, she
The land should not be ruined
declares, are those who talk
to pay for the farm. There are
least.
long-term credit provisions and
• • •
reasonable Interest rates availLILLIAN PALMEDO, dress deable to farmers,
signer and dog fancier, showed
How to help Kentucky's dairy
new spring clothes designed to
Industry: Allow a quart a day
match dogs at the New York
of rich milk far use of every
Ritz recently. A French poodle
member of the family; see that
accompanied a mannequin
cheese or other dairy products
dressed in a graw wool suit
always are on the table several
trimmed with white cord fringe.
times a week; remember that
. . . Ethel Barrymore, member
butter is rich in vitamins.
of the American theater's royal
The British are using potatoes
family, has Just celebrated her
on the theory that they provide
40th anniversary as a star . . .
energy. Both Lhii and sweet
Pre - spring Manhattan bride
potatoes are plentiful here. Try
Irish potatoes the following
ways: Baked, snowflaked, cubed
and cooked in milk or cream,
cut in half after baking and
served with pimento cheese or
some other sharp cheese.
The deep rootteg of legumes
makes them of special value in
land that doe;; not drain well.'
Two new fabrics that
Measurements iaticle one year
have been softly tucked
after sowing showed that sweet
clover roots extended down 30
and daintily accented
Inches; alfalfa, 813 inches; red
clover, 18 inches; alsike clover,
with lingerie collars...
15 inches, and lapedeza, eight
in the GEORGIANA
inches.

'Care Today — Here
Tomorrow' Is New
Safety Slogan

DEMAND GOOD WORK CLOT
and DESERVE GOOD PRICE
Special

Duck Head
O'Bryan Bros.

Overalls
$loo

Slight
Mill Irregular
Low Back Allsnes

Goldnamers

Feature
New Spring
Mens Felts

Genuine
ROCKFORD
SOCKS

25c Value
WORK
CAPS

25c Valu
Broadclot
SHORT

The Farm
And Home

Smart
Hats
Real
Felts

For
Bates

For
Stetsons

98e
19°
298
500

Work Shoes
Values That Challenge
All Competitio
Special Value
Solid Leather
Panco Sole Tan
Heavy Work Shoes

Big Selection
WORK SHOES
• Leather Soles
• Rubber Soles Golden Tan Specie
A value that
• High Shoes
no other store
• Work Oxfords can
sell for only
• All Colors
• All Styles
Cork Sole Special
See it! Best
work shoe value
in world at

• Greys
• Greens
• Army Tan
• Flag Blue

GOLDNAMERS

For Spring Shirt Headquarters

Biggest Selections - Best Values

Stress Need Of
Better Poultry
_
Chatens are kept on approximately 90 percent of the 218,298
farms In Kentuctra. and bring in
annually about a25,080,000, according to the &ate College of
Agriculture at Lexington. However, more than half of these
farms have fewer than 50 chickens each, and another 213 percent have fewer than 100 This
means that only 10 percent of
the farms of the t3tate have 100
Chickens.
Us:ng as a slogan, "An egg a
day for each rlamber of the
farm finaly," J. E Humphrey of
the College's poultry section advocates at leas) five laying pullets for each person in the farm
family. To ensure this number
of hens, he 'would start off at
least 15 chicks per family member this spring.

IOC

89c

Men's Goo
WORK
SHIRTS

JUST IN NEV
SPRING
MATCHED SUITS
Shirts and Pants For Work
•

• riBialunes

A—If you wear regular sizes—this
leaf print Shadowdelle is new.
Sofdy tucked shirt panel with pearl
buttons and self loops Crater Blue,
Brown Honey, Canyon Rose or
Navy Sizes 14 to 41..

Biggest Values in Town . . Newest
Styles and Colors . . . Well Made

B—Ifyou war *half-size, this Airway Shier has a look M suppleness
you'll adore. Black, Brown or
Mountain Blue Sizes 1214 to 12.14

Georgiana and Carol King Frocks

Men's
OVERALL
PANTS

•• Greens
ens
Grey
• Drills
• Coverts
SHIRTS
79c, 89c, 98c
PANTS . 98c and 1.25

manner.

GOLDNAMERS

Men's
SILK
SOX

29
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The Associated Press Ccvers
The Big News Events For
RPnciprs Of The Leader

Tms IS Abe Simon, the Bronx
heavyweight who has a date in
Detroit March 21 with Champion
Joe Louis. In the fight-a-month
Abe
Con- parade Joe is conducting,
his
at
shown
is
,
Britain
Great
to
appointed United States ath:Jassador
follows Gus Dorazio, Al McCoy
tment.
appoin
his
G WINANT, newly
since
first time
posed with his entire family for the
and Red Burman. This pose was
. H. home where he
d daughter and son-in-law;
Mrs. Carlos Vela ndo. recently marrie
stuck by Abe at his training gym
seated
are
t
Winan
ow, left to right: Mr. and
Mrs.
and
(AP Telemat)
R. Winant, sons. The ambassador
In New York.
t)
Telema
. Winant, Jr.; and Rivington
Press
(Associated

overseas. This group
N await embarkation at Sydney for service
THESE AUSTRALIAN INFANTRYME
to bolster John Bull's forces la
ore
Singap
at
ly
recent
arrived
was one of many contigents which
ed positions at the MalaY,
After landing the troops took prepar
Britain's "Gibraltar of the East."
British bastion.
the
on
attack
land
se
Japane
e
peninsula, standing in the way of a possibl
(Associated Press Telemat)

Work Shoes
That Challenge
All Competition

Solid Leather
Panco Sole Tan
Heavy Work Shoes

A value that
no other store
can sell for only

Cork Sole Special
See it! Best
work shoe value
in world at

at
in guide, vo(unteered
Y ROBERTS (left), 24, a mounta
ng and to have
traini
service
ve
selecti
ver, Colo., for a year of
nson
off. Capt. A. W. Hutdhi
shoulder-long blond hair shorn
s would do.
scissor
the
what
here
ht.), a hunting friend, shows
before having his hair cut.
Tommy will wait until all is set
(As•zeciated Press Telemat)

FranGerman consul general at San
CAM'. FRITZ VTIEDEMANN,
Alice
Mrs.
by
court
or
superi
U,0150 in
cisco, Calif., was sued for
owed her money for
he
d
claime
who
e,
divorce
Crockett (right), a
to see if he
ny in 1939 at his request
a trip she made to Germa
She confers here with
Hitler.
Adolf
of
graces
were still in the good
(Associated Press Telecnat)
Ehrlich.
her attorney, J. W.

A NEW kind of fabric—iridescent
Jersey designed by William Heled
R DRESS you wouldn't tire of—white chiffon trimm
ler—is used in this dinner dress A DINNE
be
g. Its graceful lines are undated, so that you'd
of fushia and pink, shot with with tuckin
ne is lie,
happy to wear it for the next several seasons. Its neckli
gold and silver.
but not too low; the skirt full, but not too full.

'ens
'efts
c, 98c
d 1.25
. Newest
II Made

EST C. DONNELL, a ReAPPEARING BEFORE the house
blican, receives congratulary committee Sidney HillJudicia
after
ions by telephone shortly
(above), assistant chief of
man
recoge state supreme court
defense production, mixed In a
ised him as governor of Misfew gestures to emphasize his
art and ordered the Democratposition that "strikes are the
Miss.,
Union.
D Mrs. Wilmer Munn of
ntrolled legislature to seat him
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exception in defense indusHERE'
rare
ng
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B-24 bomber at LaGuardia Fi
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(AP Telemat)
mediately.
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1,030 Passenger Car
Licenses Sold Here; Deaths and
Saturday Is Deadline Funerals

Heart Diseases
Top Cause Of
County Deaths

With sale of passenger car licenses reaching a total of 1,030
Tuesday, Feb. 25, about half of
Caldwell county's auto owners
had bought 1941 tags, County
Court Clerk Phillip Stevens said
this week. Saturday is the deadline, he said, and many motorists will apply in a last-day rush.
Commercial and farm truck licenses had reached about the
same total as passenger tags, he
said. Sale is about the same as
that of last year with the passenger car licenses going at a
slightly slower rate.

Speaking Contest

Collie Beavers
Funeral services for Collie
Beavers, 56-year-old miner, who
died at the Princeton hospital
Saturday. Feb. 29, were held Sunday at Mexico Baptist church In
Caldwell county with the Rev.
Mr. Asbridge officiating.
Mr. Beavers had made his
home for many years, near Fredonia and was well known thruout that section of the county.
His wife died several years ago.
He is survived by several children living in various sections of
Caldwell county.

Says Newspaper Is
Advertising Power

ifigher License Fees
On Outside Cleaners
Ruled Out By Court

FORMER KING Alfonso KM of
Spain (top) hovered near death
in a hotel in Rome following
heart attacks. Despite his grave
illness, Alfonso chided those who
despaired for his life.
(AP 7`elemat)
The ten teams in the National
Professional Football league Play
before 1,300,000 fans in 1940.

_

RECONDITIONED

Implements

1--7 ft. IHC Tractor Disk Harrow
1-7 ft. IHC Horse Drawn Harrow
1,5 ft. IHC Horse Drawn, Harrow
1-7 ft. John Deere Disc Harrow
1—Fordson Tractor, almost new
; 1—Letz Bun Feed Mill, almost new
1—Used Fairbanks Morse Hammer Mill
1—Used McCormick-Deering Mower
Oliver and Vulcan Plows
1—Used 8-Disc Wheat Drill with Fertilizer Attachment

Gug Kortzecht, Agt.
Insurrince
Fire c Auto

Capital Stock On Insurance
s safe as,1

In Hopkinsville ... It's

Cayce- Yost Co.

Ores emainey's
Princeton, Kg

(Incorporated)

- Plume 113

,

for Implements and Repairs.
n ono. ton n

o
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FINE FOODS AT
BIG SAVINGS

at

ndress,Roonea
tedthecotnbina
nd
_ ,b
a

form,
of coobbnia.lu
meet, Fred
tamposed
favorite in the 1

Same Low Prices Six Days In The Wee

,Trigg, Farm- I a

rie"is ,ft
White

CORN
MEAL

2516.49c
Canvas
GLOVES

pair 10c

Cheese

Mel-O-Bit 2lb Acc
Amer, Brk

CREAM CHEESE, Wisconsin
SWISS CHEESE, Domestic
ROLL BUTTER, Fresh

Lb. 22c
Lb. :14c
Lb. 32c

Salmon Alaska 2 cans 117,,
La I
RED SALMON, Sultana
1 2 Tin 21s
No. /
TUNA FISH, Sultana
2 No. VI Tins 29c
MACKEREL
Can 10c

Hot Cross Bunsdoz12c
Whitehouse

MILK
tall fan

For Good Service

i SPECIALS IN USED

The Leader is au
flounce the folio
for county offices,
decision of the
well county in the
Saturday, Aug 2,
oral election, Tu
Cobb, Tuesday, March 4, at
1341:
8:30 a.m.
FOR
4,
March
COUNTY A
Tuesday,
Flat Rock,
George ()
at 10:15 a.m.
Friendship, Tuesday, March 4,
J. Gordon
at 2:00 pm.
Eddy Creek, Wednesday, March
FOR COUNTY J
5, at 10:00 am.
Farrnersville, Wednesday, Mar.
Joe E. Cumm
5, at 1:30 p.m.
March
5,
Wednesday,
Butler,
at 3:00 p.m.
FOR SHERIFF
Hall, Thursday, March 6, at
Gayle Petitt
10:00 am.
Lewistown, Thursday, March 6,
courthouse.
at 1:15 pm.
The program for t
White, Friday, March 7, at
March is titled "
10:00 a.m.
The meetings at White, Butler In Relationship to
and Lewistown, regularly sched- This "Fourth H" h
uled for the first Monday of each to the pledge of "he
month, were set for other days ter living for my clu
because of conflict with dedica- munity and my min
tion of the new Caldwell county peated in the 4-11 cl

xhasnLlly
Bat
pcasanscored
rom t
Ar_neyFriday
dtrTgerscick'lr,hittcPform
b9illt
0. Butler

Classified Ads

Harry Stokes Hurt
When Car Overturns

POLITI
ANNOUNC

Programs •is d notification
cards with reference to the coming series of monthly meetings
are being sent out. The March
meetings will be held as follows:

Mrs. Cunningham

FOR

Caldwell 4-H
Club News

J. T. Prowell

Big Agency's Head
Sends Large Orders
To Weeklies

Farmer Is Fatally
Stomped By Mule

•••oesniniel•Munsil
;;;;••
-01....
V.6
7
-

Near Death

continued from Page I
winner of each of the seven
groups will receive $15. Second
prize is $10, and third prize is 56

in the groups.
The State Bankers Association
does not offer prizes for county
conteste but in order to stimulate interest here, the First Natonal Bank is offering a first
prize of $10, second prise of $6
and will give $2.50 to each of
Caldwell county had a total of
the other entrants. It is hoped
186 deaths in 1940 with n caused
every high school in the county
by heart diseases, Dr. J. M. Dishwill be represented. Last year
man, county health officer, said
every high school In the county
Tuesday, and 2122 births. This
•-•-•••
with the exception of one had
compared to 148 deaths in 1939,
entrants. Miss Haile won third
he said, and a total of 259 births.
place in the group contest held
Next fatal was cancer, which
in Owensboro with 20 other
took 18 lives in 1940 and 12 the
counties in western Kentucky
year before. Pneumonia in 1940
represented,
was the cause of 13 deaths; acciEach school must enroll with
dents, 12; nephritis 10 and conJ. T. Prowell, 74-year-old Caldthe secretary of the Kentucky
gential causes, 10.
well county retired farmer, died
Bankers Association or county
Tuberculosis has declined
at his home Tuesday, Feb. 25.
chairman, Henry Sevison, presisteadily here since 1936, Dr. DishFuneral services were held Weddent of the First National Bank,
man said, and only eight deaths
nesday and burial followed in
not later than March 20, 1941,
last year were attributed to the
the Hill cemetery.
and the school elimination conDetroit, Mich., Feb. 25-Thirty
lung disease. Present death rate
Mr. Prowell was a prominent
test must be held not later than
from tuberculosis Is lower than years of "advertising well directfarmer prior to his retirement
April 25. Enrollment is to be
at any time in the history of ed" are being celebrated by the being well
known in the county.
made by the principal of by inCampbell-Ewald Company durCaldwell county, he said.
He was a member of a pioneer
structor in charge of the contest
Death from accidents declined ing February. for It was in this
family
in the school. All that is necessharply from 17 in 1939, to 12 last month, in 1911, that the com- community
affairs.
sary is that each contest comyear; pneumonia dropped from pany was incorporated at LanBesides his widow he is surmittee chairman or Mr. Sevison
14 to 13, and the incline in the sing, Mich.
vived by several children, among
be notified by letter that the
This anniversary makes this
total seemed to result from nonthem Ed and Jack Prowell and
school will participate.
preventable diseases, Dr. Dish- advertising agency the oldest in
Mrs. Jones, of Caldwell county.
Within the individual school
Detroit, and one of the few
man said.
any system that best suits the
Dr. Dislunan reported one agencies in the country to have
principal may be used to select
death from typhoid fever, and retained in corporate identity
the school representative. Judges
none from diphtheria or scarlet and its directing head for so
Funeral services were held for the county will be chosen by
fever during 1939, and not a long a period.
During each of these years the SUnday at the Wall cemetery at the First National Bank and will
single caes of typhoid or diphcompany has had an average Wallonia for Mrs. Pamelia Ann be three individuals qualified for
theria here in 1940.
Emphasis, he said, would be yearly billing of more than $10,- Cunningham who died February this service, non-residents of
placed on fighting cancer and 000,000, despite the fact that it 23 in Louisville. She had various Caldwell county.
The winner of the county concontinuation of the low fever did not reach an annual billing distant relatives living in Princetest will take part in the group
and tuberculosis rate by methods Of a million dollars until many ton.
contest which will be held beyears after it was organized.
of prevention.
tween May 4 and June 30, in a
A large percentage of this
The 1940 death rate is 11.3
neighboring cities. There are
percent of Caldwell's 14,600 pop- money has been spent each year
seven groups in the State and
ulation and the birth rate 15.3 in newspapers, for H. T. Ewald,
the winner of each group conthe president of the company, is
percent.
test will appear before the Kena firm believer in this medium
—tucky Bankers Conference, which
of advertising.
(By Associated Press)
"Today, the newspaper, one of
Frankfort, Feb. 28-Higher city will be held at Lexington at a
the oldest mediums of advertis- license fees imposed on outside date to be announced later.
Additional information can be
ing, continues as a truly great laundries, dry cleaners and dyers
Effective now, all elaseifickl ads and powerful force to sell goods," were ruled out by the Court of obtained from school principals,
Edward Blackburn, county sumust be paid her- wizen ordered, he states. "and will continue to Appeals Tuesday.
except in cases of business firms be a spearhead of most advertisIt upheld the contention of perintendent of schools, or Henhaving regular advertising ac- ing effort as long as it remains W. S. Long, a Mayfield laundry- ry Sevison, president of the First
counts with The Leader. There a free press."
man and dry cleaner, that the National Batik.
"White each advertising cam- city of Benton's ordinance licens-1
will be no deviation from this
paign should have a tailor-made ing outsiders $100 a year and
rule.
merchandising and advertising home town plants $20 was void.i
YOUNG! MEN WANTED-Rapid suit, the
The court said there was "no,
merchandisers of few
expansion of the world's largest commodities
of general use can sound basis" for such a classitree servicing organiation is ore- afford to
ignore the tremendous fication.
sting openings for men between cleavage power
•
•
•
of newspapers,
18 and 26 years of age. Must be weekly as well
as daily.
single and free to travel. Only
clean - cut Americans in good
physical conditnn with a reasonable practical education are
Harry Stokes, Princeton, was'
wanted. References as to charinjured early Tuesday afternoon
acter required. Write for emHenderson, Feb. 26- William when an automobile he was drivployees' application blanket to Hodge, 67, was fatally
wounded ing overturned on a curve near
Davey Tree Expert Company, 566,late Monday when knocked down Eddyville on the PrincetonThe traditional courtesy of teleCity Bank Building. Kent. Ohio.'an stomped by a mule.
Eddyville highway. Patrolman
phone men and women and the
Hodge ,a farmer on US. High- 'Iswisdale said the car probably
2tchg
efficiency of the service often
way 41, five miles south of Hen- was traveling at a high rate of
FREE! If excess acid causes you
prompt telephone users to ask
derson, was attempting to drive speed, and that Stokes lost conpains of Stomach Ulcers, Indiif there is not some secret forthe mule into a barn when the trol as he rounded a slight curve.
gestion, Heartburn, Gas Paitie.!
mula for this consistent peranimal turned on him. He died The auto was almost completely
Belching, Bloating, Nausea, get'
of chest injuries two hours after demolished and Stokes received
formance.
a free sample, (Aga, at Dawson in
In reality there is no secret.
Henderson hospital.
aumerous lacerations on his
Drug Store.
pdmay16
It is just the practical operation
body
about
and
his
and
face
_
Most of the Argentine pampas head. He was brought to the
FOR SALE- That good thick
of group cooperation, individbuttermilk at taw per gallon.- is entirely devoid of trees.
ual interest and pride in the
Princeton hospital for treatment.
princeton Cream and Butter Co. oin nitiononlonnorfonnononnOn
job, and company spirit.
litnnonnolionfononontonniononnononionontononnonnownenonionnoninontonloonono
nnoWsuonontinn
Telephone employes are seDON'T BUY THAT USED CAR
lected with care. They are conwithout first seemg our bargain
stantly trained, kept fully inoffers.- Princeton Auto Sales.
formed about the company's afMarket St., Prbitieton.
tf
AND
fairs, and are continually enRENT-Apartment, private
couraged to acquire the skill
bath, gas refrigerator. Large bedand experience necessary to
room, private heath.-Lucy C.
maintain and improve the speed,
Kevil, Phone 38
tf
accuracy and dependability of
the service.
FOR SALE-1840 Dodge 4-door
The consciousness that theirt
sedan, low mileage, perfect condition.-Ed. L. 1.4CLin, phone 475.
is an essential public service
gives them a sense of personal
'ltp
responsibility. Good working
conditions and recognition of
SKRA tit410-N 0-51 0 R
individual merit are also sources
The 30-Minidg-4PCH Treatment
Only one appiatattlon necessary.
of inspiration.
Soiled
No Grrase, *tit/less,
The company's plan for reClothirg or Bail r.inens. No time
tirement and care of its work/oat from School As an Aid TO
ers during sickness or disability,
?REVERT ITC1.4, and a good
and the provision for death
Germ_
germicide, use 31 mats. MS.
benefits all safeguard their presteldal-Sulphtir ateap daily. At
ent and future and promote
good Drug &nem everywhere.
peace of mind. Further incenFeb. 13
tives to their cheerfulness and
UWE,
efficiency are stability of cm
ployment and good wages.
Telephone men and women
3
THESE IMPLEMENTS IN GOOD WORKING
also know that the appreciation
and interest so often expressed
ORDER. PRICED TO SELL.
by the public is shared by the
i
management of their company.

Caldwell Had No Typhoid or Diphtheria
Fatalities In 1940,
Dishman Reports

Pri

Thursda , Feb

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky.
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Fresh

EGGS

COCOANUT BAR CAKE
LAYER CAKE, Tutti Frutti
DOUGHNUTS, Jane Parker

Flour imla 24 lb. 59c
FLOUR, Sunnytield (plain)....24-1b. bag 61c
PANCAKE Flour, Suntifield, 20-oz. pkg. 05c
A & P SYRUP
Qt. bottle 25c

2 doz 31c 8'Oclock coffee
Quaker

OATS
Small
Pkg;

09c

CANDY
BARS
5c Varieties

each 3c

Each 15c
Each 25c
Doz. 10c

qtb. qn
3g22;
33c
53:
4
1 887

RED CIRCLE COFFEE
BOKAR COFFEE
OUR OWN TEA

Vs-lb. pkg. 21c

Tomatoes'onaA No.2
Cana

e")

Liutc

IONA PEAS
3 No. 2 cans 25c
IONA CORN
I No. 2 cans 29c
GREEN BEANS, Fr. Style
Can 10c

A&P Kraut 4

25c

CHERRIES, Red sour pitted, 3 No. 2 cans
29c
BARTLETT PEARS, Iona No. 21
/
2 can 15c
FRUIT COCKTAIL Sultana
Tall can 10c

Marshmallows

ii
Beef RoastChuck
Choice lb 21c

1 lb.
cello
beg

SIRLOIN STEAK
PORTERHOUSE STEAK_
SMOKED JOWL

1 1c

Ann Page

Preserves

2 1J64,; 29c
Sunnylield

OATS
Quick or Reg.

5

lb.

big

20c

Sliced
Bacon Sunnyfield
lb. 28c
PORK
ROAST, Shoulder
Lb. 14c
SMOKED PICNICS, Sugar
cured .. Lb. 17c
WHITING FISH
2 lbs. 15c

• ,with the
adding to the plc-

Toma
JUIC
Iona

A 24 oz
a? cant Z

tYileilmerovitaickperots. chiefbab1y
of
g Trigg. The Cadiz 1
by loss of Ted ,
but is strong
home floor to p
.
Iglit for the eratic 1 p

iona

Salad
Dress'

division the choice
be Princeton, Marion

qt.
A. P. Soft

1)(usul

BREA

?Fed(

21"lb;
SPARK!
Gelatin feese

4 Pl's 15
Iona

Pineapp
Sliced

9

No.2;
Can

I

Grapefruit

auatiy,

JUICE

dates/
thaa env

No.2

4 cans 25
IONA

PEACHF
Sliced

Lb. 35c
Lb. 35c
Lb. 10c

or

Halt

"No.2;0-7
Z Cans .L

eat.
mkt
g
Ilk %take
be sal.
*Oa
mak
Wee it a

Lb. 05c
15 lbs. 33c
Bunch 05c

Grapefruit 4 for 15c

115 W.Court Square

/

d

Deep Sea

FILLETS

,Sunnyfield Whole
28c 2 16. 25c
HHam
ams
or half
lb.
WINESAP APPLES
POTATOES, Melee
CARROTS. Fresh

th
ne
thtofenerisi
ooffensive

high scorers. De- is

11
111111111111) II
1111111It
MAUI

Perch

FILLETS

16.

21c

Princeton, KentuchN

FOOD 4?)STORE

P
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